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One advantage of the adaptive cycle engine (ACE) is its ability of throttling with constant airflow by the combined control of
variable geometries, resulting in an improvement of spillage drag. However, the improvement is achieved at risk of a complex
technical solution and control. This article investigates the selection scheme of variable geometries and engine configuration. It
focuses on the performance of a three-stream ACE during throttling, whose configuration and control schedule are simpler than
other types of ACEs. Five variable geometries are selected from seven available options through comparison analysis. The
uninstalled thrust decreases from 100% to 60.36% during the subsonic throttling and to 59.81% during the supersonic throttling.
Benefitting from the decreased spillage drag, the installed performance of the three-stream ACE is improved to some degree
during throttling. This improvement is less than the result of a three-bypass ACE, whose configuration and control schedule are
more complex. Thus, the three-stream ACE is a compromise design considering the technical risk and variable cycle
characteristic, which is a better platform to verify the component technology and control schedule for the further research on a
more complex type of ACE.

1. Introduction

With the development of electronic technique and missile
performance, the mission requirement of aircraft has chan-
ged a lot. The design objectives of next-generation aircraft
include beyond-the-horizon campaign, short take-off and
vertical landing, wider flight envelope and combat radius
[1]. These design objectives affect the requirement of aircraft
engine design. On the one hand, the engine should have the
turbojet features, such as higher specific thrust, to realize non-
augmented supersonic cruising and high subsonic climbing.
On the other hand, it should also have the turbofan feature,
such as lower specific fuel consumption (SFC), to accomplish
long-range reconnaissance [2–5]. With the development of
aeroengine technology in the last 80 years, the thrust/weight
ratio and SFC have improved a lot [6]. However, none of
the traditional engine types (turbojet and turbofan) can meet
all mission requirements mentioned above. Therefore, a new
type of engine should be introduced to achieve those conflict-
ing goals, which led to the studies of variable cycle engine
(VCE) [7–9] and some other innovative engine types [10, 11].

In the last 50 years, many aeroengine companies, colleges,
and research centers have conducted investigations of several
types of VCE, including three spool modulating bypass ratio
VCE [9], double bypass VCE [12], selective bleed VCE [13],
and variable stream control engine [14]. These studies
involved the general structure and performance analysis,
optimization of cycle parameters, variable geometry control
schedule [15–17], and so on. According to these studies, one
advantage of the VCE over traditional engine types is its
potential in keeping airflow constant during the cruise throt-
tling, which can obviously decrease the spillage drag and
improve the installed performance. The turbine inlet temper-
ature of military aircraft engine is increased to improve the
supersonic performance. The increased turbine inlet temper-
ature also increases the thrust level. For the traditional mili-
tary aircraft engine, when it throttles from high thrust level
back to cruise power settings, it has to reduce the airflow,
resulting in increased spillage drag losses [7, 8]. In that case,
compared with traditional engine, the VCE can generate
equal installed thrust with less fuel consumption, resulting
in the improvement of installed SFC and the increase of cruise
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range. Keeping the airflow constant during the supersonic
cruising can also reduce the risk of inlet supersonic buzz,
which is caused by the inlet-engine airflow mismatch.

As a new concept of VCE, the adaptive cycle engine
(ACE) is developed based on the double bypass VCE. It is
an important part of the US Department of Defense’s Adap-
tive Versatile Engine Technology (ADVENT) and the Adap-
tive Engine Technology Development (AETD) programs
[18–20]. The typical type of ACE consists of a third bypass
duct and more variable geometries than the VCE [2, 3, 21,
22]. Due to the additional bypass duct and variable geome-
tries, the ACE can modulate the airflow and pressure ratio
in a wider range than the VCE. However, it also makes the
control schedule of the ACEmore complicated, which is wor-
thy of further investigation.

Lyu et al. [3] and Lyu [4] conducted a study on combined
variable geometry control of an ACE during throttling based
on matching mechanism, obtaining a proper control sched-
ule to maintain the airflow during throttling and improve
installed performance of the ACE. This research involved
six variable geometries, but it did not explain the selection
scheme of variable geometries. Although the introduction
of extensive variable geometries enhances the modulation’s
flexibility of airflow and thrust, it can increase the complexity
of the engine’s configuration and control schedule, resulting
in high technical risk [23–26]. For example, the nozzle area
of the high-pressure turbine (HPT) guide vane is an impor-
tant parameter of the engine, which affects the operating line
of the compressor and the operational flexibility of the
engine. However, the entry temperature of the HPT guide
vane is extremely high, which makes it risky to install variable
geometries. Therefore, it is desirable to study the necessity
of installing variable geometries into the HPT guide vane.
What is more, the typical configuration of the ACE is a
three-bypass engine, which is difficult to be derived from
the existing versatile gas turbine engines. There are several
components with innovative technologies, and related con-
trol systems should be researched before the further design
of the three-bypass ACE. Therefore, it is necessary to design
an ACE with simpler configuration as the platform for the
researches and tests of the components and control system
at first.

Due to the motivation mentioned above, this article stud-
ies the throttle performance of a three-stream ACE. The con-
figuration of the three-stream ACE is shown in Figure 1. It is
a simple type of ACE and has only two bypass ducts, less than
the typical ACE. The main components of the ACE are dem-
onstrated in Figure 2. The fan system of this ACE is divided
into two parts, including the front fan stage (FFAN) and rear
fan stage (RFAN). Both the FFAN and RFAN are driven by
the low-pressure turbine (LPT). The high-pressure compres-
sor (HPC) is driven by the HPT. The nozzle system of this
ACE consists of two parts, including the main nozzle and
the bypass nozzle. The airflow from the first bypass duct
mixes with the gas from the core engine at the variable area
bypass injector (VABI). As shown in these figures, the
three-stream ACE is similar with the turbofan. It can be
regarded as a mixed turbofan equipped with a front fan stage
and an outer bypass duct. Therefore, it is easier to be derived

from the existing versatile turbofans than the other types
of ACE.

The aim of this article is to study the matching mecha-
nism of the variable geometries of this ACE, keep enough
potential in maintaining airflow during throttling with fewer
variable geometries, and analyze the effect of its simple con-
figuration on its variable cycle characteristic. The available
variable geometries of this ACE are shown in Figure 3. It con-
sists of the variable stator vane of RFAN (VSVRFAN) and
HPC (VSVHPC), the variable area nozzle of the HPT guide
vane (VANHPT) and LPT guide vane (VANLPT), VABI and
the variable area section of the main nozzle’s throat (A8),
and the bypass nozzle’s exit (A28). This article analyzes each
variable geometry’s effects on ACE’s performance through
the sensitivity analysis. Then, the necessary variable geome-
tries are selected based on the comparison of its effect on
ACE’s performance and the technical risk. The installed per-
formance during the cruise throttling with constant airflow
can be obtained through the combined control of the selected
variable geometries. Then, the improvement of installed
performance during throttling with constant airflow can
be obtained, compared with the result of throttling by
reducing the airflow with declined low-pressure rotor speed
(LPRS). Finally, compared with the result of the three-
bypass ACE discussed in literature [3, 4], the influence of
three-stream ACE’s simple configuration and control sched-
ule on its variable cycle characteristic can be demonstrated.
The result shows that the three-stream ACE is a compro-
mise design considering the technical risk and variable
cycle characteristic.

In this paper, Introduction introduces the background
and the motivation of this research. The next section gives
a brief description on ACE’s structure and the performance
model applied in this research. Section 3 discusses the
selection scheme of the variable geometries based on sensi-
tivity analysis. Section 4 presents the installed performance
improvement of three-stream ACE and compares it with
the result of three-bypass ACE. The final section draws
the conclusions.

2. Structure Analysis and Performance
Model of ACE

2.1. Structure Analysis. As Figure 1 shows, the three-stream
ACE is a two-bypass turbine engine. Distinct from the other
types of ACE, it has only one operating mode. When it oper-
ates at this mode, all bypass ducts are open. The flow path of
it is shown in Figure 4. The airflow from the FFAN passes
through the RFAN and the second bypass duct. The airflow
from the RFAN passes through the first bypass duct and
the core engine. Then, the gas from the LPT mixes with the
air from the first bypass duct at the VABI and will be
exhausted through the main nozzle. The second bypass air-
flow is exhausted through the bypass nozzle.

The structure figure of the three-bypass ACE is shown in
Figure 5. Different from three-stream ACE, it has the third
bypass duct, front VABI, and the core-driven fan stage
(CDFS) [3]. The three-bypass ACE has two operating modes:
double bypass mode and triple bypass mode. When the
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three-bypass ACE operates at double bypass mode, all of the
airflow from the RFAN passes through the CDFS, which is
the high-power mode of the CDFS. When it operates at triple
bypass mode, part of the airflow from the RFAN passes
through the second bypass duct, which is the part-power
mode of the CDFS. To maintain the performance of the
three-bypass ACE, the CDFS is supposed to operate effi-
ciently within a wide range of power. Therefore, the CDFS
is a critical component of the three-bypass ACE and one of

the greatest challenges during the design stage [24, 25]. More
details about the operating principle and structure analysis
can be obtained in the literature [3].

2.2. Performance Model. The performance model developed
in this article is a zero-dimensional (0D) engine model. It is
convenient to develop parametric cycle analysis, overall per-
formance analysis, and control schedule analysis based on
this model [2]. It consists of several component calculation

Second bypass First bypass

Figure 1: The configuration of three-stream ACE.

FFAN RFAN VABI Main nozzle Bypass nozzle

HPC Combustor HPT LPT Afterburner

Figure 2: The main components of three-stream ACE.

VRFAN

VHPC VHPT VLPT

VABI A8 A28

Figure 3: The available variable geometries of three-stream ACE.

Figure 4: Flow path figure of three-stream ACE.

FFAN RFAN Fe-VABI Re-VABI Main nozzle Bypass nozzle

CDFS HPC Combustor HPT LPT Afterburner

Figure 5: Structure figure of three-bypass ACE.
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modules, including all the components shown in Figure 2.
The component characteristic parameter is given in the form
of a characteristic map or empirical formulas. For the vari-
able geometries, such as VSVRFAN, their characteristic
parameters are related with the geometry parameters. Given
the thermodynamic parameters of gas at the components’
inlet section, parameters of gas at its exit section will be cal-
culated, including mass flow, velocity, temperature, and pres-
sure. These component calculation modules are connected
together according to their thermodynamic and mechanical
relationship and make up the ACE’s performance model.
The losses in the bypass ducts are considered in the form of
total pressure recovery coefficients. The factors affecting gas
property, such as ambient temperature, ambient humidity,
and gas ingredients, are taken into consideration in this
model. The model also considers the mixing loss of the VABI,
the effects of bleed air, the shaft power set aside for aircraft,
and so on [2].

The performance model has two major functions: design
point calculation and off-design point calculation. Design
point calculation is the base of the other, since the key geom-
etry parameters of ACE are determined in this process. To
complete the design point calculation, some important
design parameters should be given in advance, including alti-
tude, Mach number, total pressure ratio, airflow at the inlet,
and split ratio. Based on the result of design point calculation
and the given operating condition, the off-design point per-
formance can be obtained. The essence of off-design point
calculation is deriving the components’ operating points,
which is determined by the components they coupled with.
It is a highly iterative process and requires successive
“guesses” of the operating points on components’ character-
istic maps, which is represented by the matching guesses.
These matching guesses are updated until the matching con-
straints are satisfied [27]. The matching constraints include
flow compatibility of the HPT and LPT, power equilibrium
of the high-pressure rotor (HPR) and low-pressure rotor
(LPR), static pressure equilibrium of the VABI, and compat-
ibility of A8 and A28. Given the operating conditions of the
ACE, including the altitude, Mach number, and the control
schedule, the number of matching guesses equals to the num-
ber of matching constraints. In that case, the matching
guesses can be calculated through the multidimensional
Newton–Raphson iteration method. Then, the components’
operating points are determined by the matching guesses
and ACE’s overall performance can be calculated easily.
More details about the 0D engine performance model can
be obtained in the literature [2, 28, 29]. The arithmetic of this
performance model has been tested and verified accurately in
many projects [30, 31].

The design point of ACE is set as sea level static condition
(SLS), which is the take-off condition. Some of the important
design parameters are shown in Table 1. The value of these
design parameters is determined according to the develop-
ment trend of the next 10 years and the requirement of spe-
cific thrust and SFC.

Wa is the total airflow of the ACE, Tt4 is the HPT inlet
total temperature, πt is the total compression ratio, πFAN is
the compression ratio of the fan stage, πFFAN is the

compression ratio of FFAN, πRFAN is the compression ratio
of RFAN, πHPC is the compression ratio of HPC, DF is the
diameter of the engine at fan entry, Bt is the total bypass ratio,
B1 is the first bypass split ratio and B2 is the second bypass
split ratio, and N1 is the relative rotating speed of LPR. The
fan stage of three-stream ACE consists of the FFAN and
RFAN. The definition of the fan stage compression ratio,
bypass ratio, and split ratio is expressed in (1).

πFAN = πFFAN × πRFAN,

Bt =
WaFB +WaSB

WaHPC
,

B1 =
WaFB
WaHPC

,

B2 =
WaSB

WaRFAN
,

1

whereWaFB is the airflow of the first bypass duct,WaSB is the
airflow of the second bypass duct, WaRFAN is the airflow of
the RFAN, and WaHPC is the airflow of the HPC.

Through the design point calculation, the key geometry
parameters of the ACE and the performance of the ACE at
the design point can be calculated. Given the control sched-
ule and operating condition, the performance of the ACE at
off-design point can be obtained. The investigation of the
selection scheme of variable geometries can be developed
through this model.

3. Selection Scheme Analysis of
Variable Geometries

In this article, the performance during supersonic cruise
throttling (11 km, 1.5Ma) and subsonic cruise throttling
(11 km, 0.8Ma) is researched. The selection scheme of vari-
able geometries should be determined before the investiga-
tion of combined control schedule. The selection scheme is
designed to obtain enough potential in maintaining airflow
during throttling with fewer variable geometries. All of the
seven available variable geometries mentioned in Figure 3
are taken into consideration. The effects of each variable
geometry are analyzed through sensitivity analysis. Then, five
of them are finally selected based on the comparison of their
effects on ACE’s performance and technical risk. Both the
subsonic cruise condition and supersonic cruise condition
are taken into consideration. To maintain the airflow during
throttling, the control schedule of ACE is set as keeping LPRS
constant. The analysis described in Section 3 is all about
uninstalled performance, which is the base for the investiga-
tion of installed performance.

Table 1: Design parameters of three-stream ACE.

Parameter Wa (kg/s) Tt4 (K) DF (m) Bt B1 B2

Value 165 1750 1.052 1.0125 0.4375 0.4

Parameter πt πFAN πFFAN πRFAN πHPC N1

Value 32 3.404 1.84 1.85 9.40 100%
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3.1. Sensitivity Analysis of Variable Geometries. Sensitivity
analysis is one of the control variable analysis methods,
which essentially is a single-variable analysis method. During
this analysis process, seven variable geometries are adjusted,
respectively. When one of the variable geometries is adjusted,
the others are kept unchanged. The origin value and adjusted
value of variable geometries are shown in Table 2.

The value of VSVRFAN and VSVHPC represents the actual
degree of the stator vane. The value of other variable geome-
tries represents the coefficient of area, which is the ratio of the
set area to the designed area. The definition of the coefficient
of area is shown in (2). According to Table 2, VSVRFAN and
VSVHPC are turned up at 5°, respectively, and the coefficients
of other variable geometries’ area are turned down at 10%,
respectively, during the sensitivity analysis.

RA =
ASet

ADesigned
, 2

where RA is the coefficient of area, ASet is the set area, and
ADesigned is the designed area. The change in ACE’s perfor-
mance is expressed by the relative change rate, whose defini-
tion is shown in (3).

DP =
VAdjusted −VOriginal

VOriginal
, 3

where DP is the relative change rate of the ACE performance,
VAdjusted is the adjusted value, and VOriginal is the original
value. The sensitivity analysis results of VSVRFAN, VSVHPC,
VANHPT, and VANLPT are shown in Figures 6–8. The results
of other variable geometries are shown in Figures 9–11.
There are five important performance parameters shown in
these figures, including thrust, airflow, and surge margin of
the FFAN (SMFFAN), RFAN (SMRFAN), and HPC (SMHPC).

When the ACE operates at the subsonic cruise or super-
sonic cruise condition, turning up VSVRFAN increases the
thrust and airflow. This result can be explained through the
matching mechanism analysis. Directly, turning up VSVRFAN
increases the flow capacity of RFAN, resulting in the decrease
in pressure behind FFAN and the improvement of the surge
margin of FFAN. As a result, the corrected flow of FFAN
increases as the engine airflow increase. On the other hand,
the increase in engine airflow increases the compression
work of the LPR, resulting in the decrease in LPRS. To keep
the LPRS constant, fuel flow has to increase, resulting in the
increase in Tt4 and thrust.

When the ACE operates at the subsonic cruise or super-
sonic cruise condition, turning up VSVHPC increases the
thrust and decreases airflow. Directly, turning up VSVHPC
increases the flow capacity of the HPC, resulting in the
increase in the compression work of the HPC. The HPRS
drops because of the deficiency of HPT’s output work. The
decreased HPRS leads to the decrease in the rotating speed
ratio (RSR), which is the ratio of HPRS to LPRS, resulting
in the decrease in SMFFAN and SMRFAN. The definition of
RSR is shown in (4). The operating point of FFAN moves
up along its referred speed line, causing the decrease in
engine airflow. Under the comprehensive influence of

VSVHPC and HPRS, the core flow tends to drop, resulting
in the decrease in LPT’s output work. As a result, the LPRS
tends to drop. To keep the LPRS constant, fuel flow has to
increase, resulting in the increase in Tt4 and thrust.

RSR = HPRS
LPRS 4

When the ACE operates at the subsonic cruise or super-
sonic cruise condition, turning down VANHPT increases the
thrust and decreases airflow. Directly, turning down
VANHPT increases the HPT’s expansion ratio, leading to
the increase in HPT’s output work and decrease in LPT’s
inlet total temperature (Tt5). Excess HPT’s output work
causes the increase in HPRS while the decrease in Tt5 leads
to the decrease in LPT’s output work, resulting in the
decrease in LPRS. To keep the LPRS constant, fuel flow has
to increase, resulting in the increase in Tt4 and thrust. Under
the comprehensive influence of VANHPT and Tt4, the core
flow almost keeps constant. The constant core flow and rising
HPRS lead to the obvious decrease in SMHPC.

When the ACE operates at the subsonic cruise or super-
sonic cruise condition, turning down VANLPT increases the
thrust and decreases airflow. Directly, turning down VANLPT
leads to the decrease in HPT’s expansion ratio and increase in
the LPT’s expansion ratio. The decrease in HPT’s expansion
ratio leads to the decrease in HPT’s output work, resulting in
the decrease of the HPRS and core flow. Under the compre-
hensive influence of decreased core flow and increased LPT’s
expansion ratio, the LPT’s output work tends to decrease,
resulting in the decrease of the LPRS. To keep the LPRS con-
stant, fuel flow has to increase, resulting in the increase in Tt4
and thrust. The decreased HPRS and increased Tt4 lead to the
obvious decrease in SMHPC. The decrease of the HPRS also
leads to the decrease in HPC’s flow capacity, resulting in
the increase in RFAN’s back pressure. Then, RFAN’s surge
margin and flow capacity decrease, leading to the decrease
in FFAN’s corrected airflow and engine airflow.

When the ACE operates at the subsonic cruise or super-
sonic cruise condition, turning down the VABI decreases
the thrust and airflow. Directly, turning down the VABI leads
to the increase in LPT’s expansion ratio, resulting in the
increase in LPT’s output work. The LPRS tends to rise due
to the excess LPT’s output work. To keep the LPRS constant,
fuel flow has to decrease, resulting in the decrease in Tt4 and
thrust. On the other hand, turning down the VABI causes the
increase in RFAN’s back pressure, leading to the decrease in
RFAN’s surge margin and flow capacity. The decreased
RFAN’s flow capacity leads to the increase in FFAN’s back
pressure. As a result, FFAN’s operating point moves up along
the referred speed line, resulting in the decrease in airflow.

When the ACE operates at the subsonic cruise or super-
sonic cruise condition, turning down A8 increases the thrust
and decreases the airflow. Directly, turning down A8
decreases LPT’s expansion ratio, leading to the decrease in
LPT’s output work. The LPRS tends to drop due to the defi-
ciency of LPT’s output work. To keep the LPRS constant, fuel
flow has to increase, resulting in the increase in Tt4 and
thrust. On the other hand, the decrease in A8 leads to the
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increase in RFAN’s back pressure, causing the decrease in
RFAN’s surge margin and flow capacity. The decreased
RFAN’s flow capacity leads to the increase in FFAN’s back
pressure. As a result, FFAN’s operating point moves up along
the referred speed line, resulting in the decrease in airflow.

When the ACE operates at the subsonic cruise or super-
sonic cruise condition, turning down A28 increases the thrust
and decreases the airflow. Directly, turning down A28
increases the back pressure of FFAN, resulting in the
decrease in airflow and FFAN’s surge margin. On the other

Table 2: Adjustment of variable geometries during sensitivity analysis.

VSVRFAN VSVHPC VANHPT VANLPT VABI A8 A28

Original −30° −20° 1 1 1 1 1

Adjusted −25° −15° 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9
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Figure 6: Sensitivity analysis of variable geometries on thrust (part 1).
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Figure 7: Sensitivity analysis of variable geometries on airflow (part 1).
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Figure 8: Sensitivity analysis of variable geometries on surge margin (part 1).
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hand, turning down A28 causes more air flow through RFAN,
leading to the increase in LPR’s compression work. The LPRS
tends to drop due to the deficiency of LPT’s output work. To
keep the LPRS constant, fuel flow has to increase, resulting in
the increase in Tt4 and thrust.

3.2. Selection Scheme Analysis. To compare the effect of vari-
able geometries’ adjustment on ACE’s performance conve-
niently, the result of sensitivity analysis is summarized in
Table 3. In this table, the sign “+” indicates that adjusting
the variable geometry in this way can cause the increase in
the corresponding performance parameter, while “−” indi-
cates the opposite effect and “/” indicates that there is nomea-
surable effect.More “+” or “−” indicates amore obvious effect.

Although the introduction of extensive variable geome-
tries enhances the ACE modulation’s flexibility of airflow
and thrust, it can also increase the complexity of configura-
tion and control schedule. One rational solution is to select
as few variable geometries as possible to achieve enough
potential in modulating airflow and thrust. The major objec-
tive of variable geometries’ combined control is keeping the
airflow constant as the thrust drops.

The selection scheme is determined through several com-
bined control analyses. At first, only the variable geometries
with great effect on the ACE thrust will be selected. Based
on the sensitivity analysis results shown in Table 3, the com-
bined control schedule of these variable geometries can be
designed to modulate thrust with constant airflow. The
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Figure 9: Sensitivity analysis of variable geometries on thrust (part 2).
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Figure 10: Sensitivity analysis of variable geometries on airflow (part 2).
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Figure 11: Sensitivity analysis of variable geometries on surge margin (part 2).
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variation range of the thrust will be limited by several con-
straints, such as components’ surge margin and efficiency.
To ensure that the engine can operate safely, there are lower
bounds for the components’ surge margin taken into
account. To avoid the deterioration of SFC, there are lower
bounds for the components’ efficiency taken into consider-
ation. In order to achieve a wider variation range of thrust,
other variable geometries should be added. Finally, through
comparing the available variation range of thrust with the
technical risk, the selection scheme of variable geometries
will be determined.

Firstly, considering A8 and VSVRFAN have an obvious
effect on the thrust and an opposite effect on the airflow, they
are selected as the first group to control the throttling process
while others are kept unchanged. Through turning up A8 and
turning down VSVRFAN, the airflow can be kept constant as
the thrust reduces. The control schedule of variable geome-
tries is shown in Table 4. Through the combined control of
variable geometries in group 1, the thrust decreases from
100% to 83.19% during subsonic cruise and to 82.53% during
supersonic cruise with constant airflow. The variation range
of thrust is limited by several constraints, which are shown
in Table 5, where RF denotes the relative change rate of
thrust, “ηFFAN” denotes the efficiency of FFAN, “ηRFAN”
denotes the efficiency of RFAN, “ηHPC” denotes the efficiency
of the HPC, “✓” denotes this constraint is satisfied, and “★”
denotes this constraint limits the variation range of thrust.
The result shows that ηFFAN limits the upper bound of the
thrust and airflow limits the lower bound of the thrust. If
A8 and VSVRFAN are adjusted to increase the thrust further,
ηFFAN will drop beyond the lower bounds. If A8 and
VSVRFAN are adjusted to decrease the thrust further, the air-
flow cannot be kept constant. Therefore, additional variable
geometries should be selected to broaden the variation range
of thrust.

Based on the analysis above, the variable geometry with
great effect on the airflow and ηFFAN should be selected to
modulate thrust with constant airflow, combined with A8
and VSVRFAN. Considering A28 has a great effect on the air-
flow and SMFFAN (which is directly related to ηFFAN) and
has almost no effect on other components, it is selected as
the addition for the first group of variable geometries. The
control schedule of this group of variable geometries is
shown in Table 6. Through turning down A8 and turning
up VSVRFAN further, the thrust rises but ηFFAN tends to drop
beyond the lower bound. In that case, turning down A28 can
improve ηFFAN at the cost of SMFFAN and increase the thrust

further. Through turning up A8 and turning down VSVRFAN
further, the thrust drops but the airflow tends to drop too.
In that case, turning up A28 can keep the airflow constant
and decrease the thrust further. Consequently, the addition
of A28 broadens the variation range of the thrust with con-
stant airflow. Through the combined control of variable
geometries in group 2, the thrust decreases from 100% to
67.77% during subsonic cruise and to 65.29% during super-
sonic cruise with constant airflow. However, if the variable
geometries are adjusted to modulate the thrust in a wider
range, SMRFAN and ηRFAN tend to drop beyond the lower
bound, as shown in Table 7. Therefore, additional variable
geometries should be selected to broaden the variation range
of thrust.

Based on the analysis above, VANLPT should be selected as
the addition for the second group, considering its great effect
on SMRFAN and ηRFAN. However, VANLPT also has a great
effect on ηHPC and SMHPC, which is different from the other
variable geometries in the second group. In order to fulfill
the potential of VANLPT, additional variable geometry with
a great effect on ηHPC and SMHPC should be selected. As a
result, VANLPT and VSVHPC are selected together as the addi-
tion for the second group. The control schedule of this third
group of variable geometries is shown in Table 8. Through
turning down A8 and A28 and turning up VSVRFAN further,
the thrust rises but the SMRFAN tends to drop beyond the
lower bound. In that case, turning up VANLPT can improve
SMRFAN at the cost of ηHPC, which can be compensated by
turning up VSVHPC. Through turning up A8 and A28 and
turning down VSVRFAN further, the thrust drops but ηRFAN
tends to drop beyond the lower bound. In that case, turning
down VANLPT can improve the SMRFAN at the cost of ηHPC,
which can be compensated by turning down VSVHPC. Con-
sequently, the addition of VANLPT and VSVHPC broadens
the variation range of the thrust with constant airflow.
Through the combined control of variable geometries in
group 3, the thrust decreases from 100% to 60.36% during
subsonic cruise and to 59.81% during supersonic cruise with
constant airflow.

As for the VABI, it has almost no effect on ACE’s thrust,
airflow, and the operating point of component, compared
with other variable geometries. Therefore, it is unnecessary
to introduce variable geometries into it. As for VANHPT, it
has a great effect on SMHPC, which is similar with VANLPT.
However, compared with VANLPT, it has almost no effect
on thrust, airflow, and other components except the HPC.
Thus, its effect on modulating throttling can be replaced by

Table 3: Result of variable geometries’ sensitivity analysis.

VSVRFAN
+5°

VSVHPC
+5°

VANHPT
−10%

VANLPT
−10%

VABI
−10%

A8
−10%

A28
−10%

Thrust ++ + + ++ − +++ ++

Airflow ++ − − − − − − − − − − −
SMFFAN +++ − − − − − − − − − − −
SMRFAN − − − − − − − − − − /

SMHPC / − − − − − − − − / − /
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VANLPT. What is more, the guide vane of HPT operates at an
extremely high temperature and needs a complex cooling
system to maintain its safety and durability. In that case,
installing variable geometries into it is a great challenge to
the reliability and feasibility of the system. Therefore, it is
unnecessary to introduce variable geometries into the guide
vane of HPT. Finally, five variable geometries are selected
from the seven available choices through comparison of their
effects on modulating throttling and the technical risk.
Through the combined control of these five variable geome-
tries, including VSVRFAN, VSVHPC, VANLPT, A8, and A28, the

thrust can be modulated in a wide range with constant
airflow. The improvement of ACE’s installed performance
during cruise throttling will be discussed in Section 4.

4. Installed Performance Improvement of ACE

For the mixed mission aircraft, cruise throttling is an impor-
tant operating condition. For the type of engine lack of vari-
able geometries, such as traditional turbofan and turbojet, it
has to reduce the airflow to decrease the thrust, which can
incur large spill drag losses and obvious deterioration in

Table 4: Control schedule of variable geometries (group 1).

RF VSVRFAN VSVHPC VANHPT VANLPT VABI A8 A28

Subsonic
100% −7° −20° 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.95 1.0

83.19% −22° −20° 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.06 1.0

Supersonic
100% −5° −20° 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.95 1.0

82.53% −20° −20° 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.06 1.0

Table 5: Important parameter during throttling (group 1).

RF Airflow SMFFAN SMRFAN SMHPC ηFFAN ηRFAN ηHPC

Subsonic
100% ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ★ ✓ ✓

83.19% ★ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Supersonic
100% ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ★ ✓ ✓

82.53% ★ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Table 6: Control schedule of variable geometries (group 2).

RF VSVRFAN VSVHPC VANHPT VANLPT VABI A8 A28

Subsonic
100% 0° −20° 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.95 0.8

67.77% −30° −20° 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.09 1.1

Supersonic
100% 0° −20° 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.95 0.8

65.29% −30° −20° 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.08 1.15

Table 7: Important parameter during throttling (group 2).

RF Airflow SMFFAN SMRFAN SMHPC ηFFAN ηRFAN ηHPC

Subsonic
100% ✓ ✓ ★ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

67.77% ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ★ ✓

Supersonic
100% ✓ ✓ ★ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

65.29% ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ★ ✓

Table 8: Control schedule of variable geometries (group 3).

RF VSVRFAN VSVHPC VANHPT VANLPT VABI A8 A28

Subsonic
100% 0° 0° 1.0 1.1 1.0 0.95 0.8

60.36% −30° −20° 1.0 0.92 1.0 1.1 1.2

Supersonic
100% 0° 0° 1.0 1.1 1.0 0.95 0.8

59.81% −30° −20° 1.0 0.95 1.0 1.08 1.15
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installed SFC. One advantage of the ACE over traditional
types of engine is its potential in maintaining airflow during
the cruise throttling through the combined control of vari-
able geometries. Firstly, through the combined control of five
variable geometries selected in Section 3, the three-stream
ACE can keep airflow constant during the subsonic cruise
throttling and supersonic cruise throttling. Secondly, com-
pared with the installed performance during cruise throttling
modulated by reducing airflow, the improvement of installed
performance achieved by maintaining airflow during cruise
throttling can be obtained. Finally, through the comparison
of the installed performance improvement of the three-
stream ACE and the three-bypass ACE, the influence of the
three-stream ACE’s simple configuration and control sched-
ule on its variable cycle characteristic can be analyzed.

When the installed performance of the three-bypass ACE
was discussed in literature [4], it only focused on the
improvement achieved by reducing spillage drag. To com-
pare the installed performance of these two types of ACE, this
article only focuses on the spillage drag and does not take the
nozzle boattail drag, weight, and other factors into consider-
ation. The installed performance is calculated based on the
inlet characteristic maps. At first, the inlet capture area can
be calculated according to its operating design point. When
the operating condition of the ACE is given, the uninstalled
performance can be calculated through the performance
model introduced in Section 2.2. Then, the inlet airflow coef-
ficient and pressure recovery coefficient can be obtained
through iterative calculations. After that, the inlet spillage
drag coefficient can be obtained, which takes the inlet nacelle
pressure drag and inlet incremental drag into consideration.
Then, the uninstalled performance of the ACE can be cor-
rected according to the pressure recovery coefficient, nozzle
expansion ratio, inlet spillage drag coefficient, and so on.
Finally, the installed performance of the ACE can be
obtained. The calculation flowchart is shown in Figure 12.
More details about the inlet characteristic maps and the
installed performance calculation can be obtained in the liter-
ature [32, 33–35]. In this article, the inlet operating design
point is set as 11 km, 1.0Ma.

Tomake the description simply, the cruise throttling with
constant airflow is denoted as “constant-airflow throttling”
and the cruise throttling modulated by reducing airflow is
denoted as “reduced-airflow throttling.”

4.1. Improvement of Installed Performance of Three-Stream
ACE. Based on the analysis in Section 3, the airflow can be
kept constant during the cruise throttling by turning up A8
and A28 and turning down VSVRFAN, VSVHPC, and VANLPT,
which is shown in Figures 13 and 14. The unit of thrust is
daN, which stands for 10N. The definition of coefficient of
area is shown in (2).

Some important performance parameters of the ACE
during the constant-airflow throttling are shown in Table 9,
whereWaFFAN is the airflow of the FFAN,WaRFAN is the air-
flow of RFAN, WaHPC is the airflow of the HPC, V28 is the
bypass nozzle jet velocity, and V9 is the main nozzle jet veloc-
ity. The nozzle jet velocity is the absolute value of relative
velocity between exhausted gas and the engine. The max jet

velocity of bypass nozzle is acoustic velocity, because the
bypass nozzle is a type of convergent nozzle. Therefore, the
bypass nozzle jet velocity is less than the flight velocity during
the supersonic cruise. On the other hand, the static pressure
of the second bypass exhausted air is higher than the atmo-
spheric pressure due to the compression of FFAN. Under
the comprehensive influence of flight velocity, jet velocity,
and the pressure differentials between exhausted air and
atmosphere, the bypass nozzle can still generate thrust.

In order to calculate the installed performance during
reduced-airflow throttling, the variable geometries are kept
constant as the initial value of constant-airflow throttling
and the LPRS is reduced to decrease the airflow. In order
to compare the installed performance during constant-
airflow throttling and reduced-airflow throttling, their var-
iation ranges of uninstalled thrust are set as the same
value. The comparison of the airflow during throttling is
shown in Figure 15. The definition of relative installed air-
flow (Rairf low) is shown in (5), where Wa,actual is the actual
installed airflow and Wa,initial is the initial installed airflow
during throttling.

Rairf low = Wa,actual
Wa,initial

5

The result shows that through the combined control of
the five variable geometries, the airflow can be kept constant
during the constant-airflow throttling. However, the airflow
decreases from 100% to 81.6% during the subsonic
reduced-airflow throttling and to 81.1% during the super-
sonic reduced-airflow throttling, which can incur large spill-
age drag. The comparison of spillage drag during throttling is
shown in Figure 16. The definition of relative spillage drag
(Rspillage) is shown in (6), where Fspillage is the spillage drag
and Funinstall is the uninstalled thrust.

Rspillage =
Fspillage
Funinstall

6

Since the airflow is kept constant during the constant-
airflow throttling, the spillage is also kept constant. Rspillage
increases as the uninstalled thrust drops during throttling.
It increases from 1.17% to 1.94% during the subsonic throt-
tling and increases from 0.18% to 0.29% during the super-
sonic throttling. However, the airflow decreases during the
reduced-airflow throttling, incurring the increase of spillage
drag and more increase of Rspillage. It increases from 1.17%
to 6.87% during the subsonic throttling and increases from
0.18% to 7.22% during the supersonic throttling. Compared
with the reduced-airflow throttling, the spillage drag is
reduced through maintaining airflow during the constant-
airflow throttling, which results in the improvement of
installed thrust and SFC. The comparison of installed thrust
and SFC during throttling is shown in Figures 17 and 18.
To compare with the result of three-bypass ACE discussed
in the literature [4], the definition of relative installed thrust
(RF) and relative installed SFC (RSFC) is kept the same as
the literature [4]. The definition is shown in (7) and (8),
where Finstall is the installed thrust, Fcorrection is the corrected
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thrust, SFCactual is the actual installed SFC, and SFCinitial is
the initial installed SFC.

RF =
Finstall
Funinstall

=
Fcorrection − Fspillage

Funinstall
, 7

RSFC = SFCactual
SFCinitial

8

RF decreases with the increase of Rspillage during constant-
airflow throttling. It decreases from 98.83% to 98.06% during
the subsonic throttling and decreases from 99.82% to 99.71%
during the supersonic throttling. However,RF decreasesmore
during reduced-airflow throttling due to the larger spillage
drag. RF decreases from 98.83% to 93.13% during the sub-
sonic throttling and decreases from 99.82% to 92.78% dur-
ing the supersonic throttling. Therefore, compared with RF

Start

Calculate the uninstalled performance of ACE
according to its operating condition 

Give the initial guess of inlet flow coefficient

Obtain the inlet pressure recovery coefficient
according to the characteristic map 

Calculate the inlet flow coefficient and
compare with the guess

Satisfy convergence precision?

Obtain the inlet spillage drag coefficient
according to the characteristic map

Correct the uninstalled performance of the ACE

End

Replace the guess of the inlet flow coefficient
with the calculated value

Y

N

Calculate the inlet capture area according
to its operating design point 

Obtain the installed performance of the ACE

Figure 12: Installed performance calculation flowchart.
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Table 9: Important performance parameters during throttling.

RF πFFAN WaFFAN (kg/s) πRFAN WaRFAN (kg/s) πHPC WaHPC (kg/s) V28 (m/s) V9 (m/s)

0.8Ma
100% 1.61 53.70 2.10 41.24 10.32 33.68 309.0 755.7

60.36% 1.57 53.71 1.48 35.41 7.86 18.16 308.3 570.7

1.5Ma
100% 1.61 113.21 2.08 86.71 10.23 70.95 350.1 1014.0

59.81% 1.59 113.24 1.47 75.58 8.21 41.18 349.6 819.5
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Figure 15: Variation of installed airflow during throttling.
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during the reduced-airflow throttling, it increases by 4.93%
during the subsonic constant-airflow throttling and by
6.93% during the supersonic constant-airflow throttling.

The definition of installed SFC is shown in (9), where
Wf ,install is the installed fuel flow. It is determined by the
installed fuel flow and installed thrust, which both decrease
during throttling. The installed thrust drops slower than the
installed fuel flow during constant-airflow throttling, which
makes the installed SFC tend to drop. It decreases from
100% to 93.18% during the subsonic throttling and to
94.71% during the supersonic throttling. However, there are
some kinks in the constant-airflow plots during the super-
sonic cruising, where the installed thrust drops faster than
the installed fuel flow, resulting in the increase of installed
SFC. This abnormal decrease of installed thrust is related to
the gross thrust coefficient of the nozzle, which is related to
the expansion ratio of the nozzle and the area ratio of the
nozzle (the ratio of the nozzle exit area to the nozzle throat
area). During the reduced-airflow throttling, the installed
thrust drops faster than the installed fuel flow due to the spill-
age drag, resulting in the increase of installed SFC. It
increases from 100% to 106.45% during the subsonic throt-
tling and to 107.00% during the supersonic throttling. There-
fore, compared with RSFC during reduced-airflow throttling,
it decreases by 13.27% during the subsonic constant-airflow

throttling and by 12.30% during the supersonic constant-
airflow throttling.

SFCinstall =
Wf ,install
Finstall

9

4.2. Installed Performance Comparison of Two Types of ACE.
The improvement of installed performance during throttling
of the three-bypass ACE is discussed in the literature [4],
including the improvement of installed thrust and installed
SFC. The improvement of installed performance of the
three-stream ACE and the three-bypass ACE is summarized
in Table 10, where the values denote the comparison of
installed performance during constant-airflow throttling
and reduced-airflow throttling.

As the results show, the installed performance of the
three-bypass ACE is improved more than the three-stream
ACE’s, especially during the subsonic throttling. It is a rea-
sonable result considering the more complex configuration
and control schedule of three-bypass ACE. Different from
the three-stream ACE, it has the CDFS which is an impor-
tant variable geometry during throttling. What is more, it
has two operating modes which make it feasible to realize
deeper throttling.
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Figure 17: Variation of installed thrust during throttling.
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The uninstalled thrust variation ranges of the three-
stream ACE and three-bypass ACE is summarized in
Table 11. During the subsonic throttling, three-bypass ACE
operates at double bypass mode with a lower bypass ratio
at first. Then, it transforms to triple bypass mode with a
higher bypass ratio in order to make the uninstalled thrust
reduce further. Benefiting from the double operating modes,
three-bypass ACE can modulate the uninstalled thrust in a
wider range during the subsonic throttling. However, the
three-bypass ACE can only operate at double bypass mode
during the supersonic throttling. What is more, the bypass
nozzle exit area of the three-bypass ACE is fixed, limiting
its potential in constant-airflow throttling. Therefore, com-
pared with the three-stream ACE, the three-bypass ACE
has a narrower variation range of uninstalled thrust during
the supersonic throttling.

Compared with the three-stream ACE, the three-bypass
ACE has a wider variation range of uninstalled thrust dur-
ing the subsonic throttling, resulting in more improvement
of installed performance. What is more, the CDFS also has
great effect on the improvement of three-bypass ACE’s
installed performance. The adjustment of the variable stator
vane of the CDFS (VSVCDFS) changes the flow capacity of
the CDFS directly, which affects the distribution of HPR’s
compression work and the back pressure of the RFAN.
Through the proper adjustment of VSVCDFS during throt-
tling, the HPRS of the three-bypass ACE is kept at a higher
value and drops more slowly compared with the HPRS of
the three-stream ACE, which is shown in Figure 19. When
the uninstalled thrust of three-bypass ACE decreases to
about 65% during the subsonic throttling, its operating
mode transforms from double bypass mode to triple bypass
mode, resulting in some kinks on the black curve in the left
plot. The higher and stable HPRS of the three-bypass ACE
makes the CDFS and HPC operate with high efficiency.
What is more, benefitting from the improvement of HPRS,
three-bypass ACE’s RSR is also kept at a higher value com-
pared with the RSR of the three-stream ACE. The higher
RSR improves the surge margin of FFAN and RFAN.
Finally, the improvement of components’ efficiency and
surge margin results in better installed performance for
three-bypass ACE.

Therefore, benefitting from the double operating modes
and the adjustment of VSVCDFS, the three-bypass ACE can
achieve better potential in maintaining the airflow during
throttling. The uninstalled thrust variation range of the
three-bypass ACE is wider during the subsonic throttling,
and the components’ surge margin and efficiency is
improved, resulting in its advantage of installed performance
over the three-stream ACE during throttling. However, this

advantage is achieved at the cost of more complex configura-
tion and control schedule.

Compared with the three-bypass ACE, the three-stream
ACE is not equipped with the CDFS, which is a significant
component of the three-bypass ACE and is one of the great-
est challenges during the design stage, because it has to oper-
ate efficiently within a wide range of power [23, 24]. What is
more, the configuration of the three-stream ACE is more
similar with the traditional type of engine, such as turbofan.
It can be regarded as a mixed turbofan equipped with a front
fan stage and an outer bypass duct. Therefore, it is easier to be
derived from the existing versatile turbofans than the three-
bypass ACE.

As for the design of control schedule, the technical diffi-
culty of the three-stream ACE is less than three-bypass
ACE’s. Firstly, the throttling process of the three-stream
ACE is controlled by five variable geometries, while the
three-bypass ACE is controlled by six variable geometries.
What is more, three-stream ACE has only one operating
mode and does not need to take the mode transition into
consideration during throttling. However, the mode transi-
tion is necessary during the subsonic throttling of the three-
bypass ACE to achieve a wider variation range of uninstalled
thrust. In order to complete the mode transition smoothly
and safely, the control schedule should be designed to guar-
antee constant airflow, constant thrust, and enough surge
margins during this process, which is another great challenge
during the design stage [36].

In summary, the three-stream ACE is a compromise
design considering the technical risk and the variable cycle
characteristic. The improvement of its installed performance
is less than the three-bypass ACE’s during throttling, but it
is less complicated and is easier to be designed. Considering
the technical feasibility, three-stream ACE is a better plat-
form to verify the component technology and control sched-
ule for further research, which can reduce the research cost
and risk. With the technical progress in component and
control system, the three-bypass ACE and other complex
types of ACE are the better choices to achieve more
improvement of installed performance and other variable
cycle characteristics.

5. Conclusion

Maintaining the airflow through a combined control of vari-
able geometries during throttling is an important variable
cycle characteristic of the ACE, which improves the spillage
drag of the engine, resulting in the improvement of installed
performance. This article analyzes the performance of a
three-stream ACE during the subsonic cruise throttling and

Table 10: Comparison of improvement of installed performance.

Three-stream ACE Three-bypass ACE
Installed
thrust

Installed
SFC

Installed
thrust

Installed
SFC

Subsonic +4.93% −13.27% +11.06% −27.17%
Supersonic +6.93% −12.30% +8.53% −18.25%

Table 11: Comparison of uninstalled thrust variation range.

Three-stream ACE Three-bypass ACE
Higher
bound

Lower
bound

Higher
bound

Lower
bound

Subsonic 100% 60.36% 100% 45.10%

Supersonic 100% 59.81% 100% 68.31%
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supersonic cruise throttling, including the selection scheme
analysis of variable geometries and the comparison analysis
with a three-bypass ACE. The important conclusions are
summarized as follows.

(1) It is unnecessary to take the risk of installing the
variable geometries into VABI and the stator vane
of HPT, considering that their effect on modulat-
ing throttling can be replaced by the other five vari-
able geometries. Through the combined control of
VSVRFAN, VSVHPC, VANLPT, A8, and A28, the unin-
stalled thrust can reduce from 100% to 60.36% during
the subsonic cruise and to 59.81% during the super-
sonic cruise.

(2) Through maintaining airflow during throttling, the
spillage drag is decreased to some degree compared
with the reduced-airflow throttling, resulting in the
improvement of installed thrust and installed SFC.

(3) The improvement of installed performance of the
three-stream ACE is less than the three-bypass
ACE’s. However, the configuration of the three-
stream ACE is more similar with the traditional type
of engine, which makes it easier to be derived from
the existing versatile turbofans. What is more, the
three-stream ACE has only one operating mode and
less variable geometries, which makes its control
schedule simpler.

Three-stream ACE is a compromise design considering
the technical risk and variable cycle characteristic. It is a
good platform to verify the component technology and
control schedule of the ACE. Based on the technical prog-
ress in component and control system, the ACE with more
complex configuration can be researched at a lower tech-
nical risk.
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